Fitting Instructions
Note: Please ensure to remove Tubular Latch/ Sashlock or
Bathroom Lock from the door before installation.
Two styles of fixings are included with your Lever on Rose
handles: Bolt-through Fixing and Face Fixing. Bolt-through
fixing is the recommended method as it offers the most secure
connection and minimises the risk of damage to your door.
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Choose the suitable installation method using the appropriate template
illustrated by the diagrams.
Mark the centre of hole A then the fixing holes B1 at 40mm centres
using a bradawl
Using a 20mm drill bit, drill the centre hole of point A.
FOR LOCKS/ LATCHES WITH BOLT-THROUGH FIXING HOLES
3.1. Drill 5mm holes completely through the door at positions B1
for Bolt-Through Fixings. For additional support, drill 2mm pilot
holes to a depth of 5mm at positions B2 for woodscrews.
FOR LATCHES WITHOUT BOLT-THROUGH FIXING HOLES
(Refer to FaceFix drilling template)
3.2. Drill 2mm pilot holes to a depth of 5mm at positions C
Insert the spindle into one of the levers and securely fix the grub screw
(if available in this model), ensuring enough spindle is free to pass
through the door and to be secured in the opposing lever. Remove the
rose cover.
Replace the mortice latch/ sash-lock/ bathroom lock into the door.
For bolt-through fixing, remove both small and large bolts from the
two-cylinder nut bolt though fixings provided. Insert both longer bolts
through appropriate holes in the round rose and tightly fasten cylinder
nuts to bolts from the back of the round rose door handle. Insert
spindle into the centre hole of the lever handle and tighten grub screw
(if provided). Pass the cylinder-bolt assembly of the first lever on rose
through pre-drilled holes B1 and spindle through hole A in the door per
3.1 above. Subsequently, attach other lever handle into the remaining
protruded spindle from opposite side of the door and insert the small
bolts in holes B1 to tighten. For additional support, you may use the
woodscrews provided in the pilot holes at B2 positions.
For face fixing, Place the lever handle onto the door so the spindle
passes through the mortice latch/ sash-lock/ bathroom lock follower
and line up the holes on the rose with those pre-drilled at C positions on
the door. Use the three woodscrews provided on each lever. Ensure to
evenly hand tighten three screws by using the pre-drilled pilot holes per
3.2 above.
Place the other lever handle into the remaining protruded spindle from
the opposite side of the door and hand tighten woodscrews on rose
fixture as above.
Tighten up the grub screw (if provided) on the opposite lever and
recheck all fixings are secure. If the levers do not operate freely, check
alignment of all components.
Replace both rose covers.
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